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Uncovering disease subtypes is crucial for the design of 
statistical models in order to improve the general 
understanding of the disease. 
We propose an extension of a disease course mapping 
model as a generic method to analyze longitudinal 
heterogeneous data : 
• a mixture model allows for an unsupervised 

estimation of disease subtypes

• a non-linear mixed effect model describes the 
disease progression for each cluster

• the personalization provides individualized trajectory 
based on probabilities of belonging to the clusters

We applied the model to the ADNI database and we 
show that our model recovers distinct progression 
patterns rather than simply distinguishing controls vs 
Alzheimer’s disease patients.

• Observations : 𝒚!" ∈ [0, 1]# of patient i at time 𝒕!" (array of n normalized 
biomarkers)

• Latent model : we model 𝒚!" as a noisy observation of 𝜼!" a trajectory in 
a Riemannian manifold ℳ

• Population average trajectory : 𝜸𝟎 𝑡 is a geodesic in ℳ
• Individual effect : 

• Space-shift parameter  𝒘! describes the shift of the individual 
trajectory in ℳ : 𝜸𝒊 𝑡 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝒘𝒊(𝜸𝟎(t)) [exp-parallelization]

• Time reparameterization : time-shift 𝝉𝒊 and acceleration factor 
𝜶! for individual disease timeline 5𝒕!" = 𝜶!(𝒕!" − 𝝉!)

• Non-linear mixed effect model : 𝜼!" = 𝜸𝒊(5𝒕!")
• Mixture model : the likelihood of the mixture model with L clusters is
𝑄'",…'# 𝒚, 𝒛 = ∑*+,- 𝜋*𝑞(𝒚, 𝒛, 𝜃*) where 𝜋* denotes the probability of each 
cluster

Estimation of parameters is done with a tempered mixture Monte Carlo 
Markov Chain Stochastic Approximation of Expectation-Maximization 
algorithm (MMCMC SAEM).

The code will be available in a future release in Leaspy library (see git link).

From population average trajectory to individual disease progression 
with two biomarkers (blue and orange)

Experiment:
• The model was voluntarily fit on a

heterogeneous cohort to ensure the 
Bayesian Information Criterion would select at
least two clusters as optimal

• We use a first estimation of a disease course
mapping model to provide sensibly good
initialization for the mixture model

Results:
• BIC selected two clusters as optimal
• The two clusters are (surprisingly) not AD vs

controls but the overall likelihood is better in 
this specific case

• Cluster 1 contains 88% of the controls
• Cluster 2 is less prevalent as it explains 20% 

of the data, with mostly AD patients
• Population trajectory shows the “mean” 

evolution of symptoms for individuals in each 
cluster, however for cluster 1 the mean is 
driven by the controls which makes 
interpretation difficult.

• In order to compare what subtypes where 
learnt, average trajectory is displayed for AD 
patients in each cluster

• Comparing AD patients in the two clusters, 
we notice a very similar pattern for all 
cognitive scores (MMSE, ADAS-COG, RAVLT), 
whereas biomarkers seem to increase faster 
for cluster 1 (in green)

• The subtype associated to cluster 1 seem to
have higher paced neurodegeneration for a 
similar cognitive decline 

We estimated individual probabilities for Mild 
Cognitive Impairment patients from the ADNI 
cohort : MCI associated with cluster 2 later 
convert to AD patients
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Ø Data (from ADNI)

Diagnosis N Mean age

Alzheimer
Control

400
695

75.9
75.8

Selected
features

# 
visits

Follow-up 
duration

Cognitive scores: MMSE, 
RAVLT, ADAS-COG
MRI: Hippocampus, 

Entorhinal, Ventricles
CSF: p-Tau, Amyloid β 42

5.0 ±
2.1 2.5 ± 1.0

Tau

Heterogeneity effect on parameters

X
i

While the clusters described in the results may 
not be stable depending on the features 
selected and on the patients included in the 
dataset, the purpose was to show that the 
proposed method is able to jointly identify 
subtypes and estimate disease progression for 
each subtype. 

This method is more accurate than using 
clustering a posteriori and does not require prior 
knowledge. In return the estimation is more 
complex. Our main contribution is providing an
adaptation of the EM algorithm and an 
initialization heuristic to allow the convergence of 
the model.


